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Although the Children and Youth agency is expected to inform respondents about the 
nature and reason for the QSR prior to your interviews, some individuals you interview 
may still not be clear about your purpose.  The following is a basic description of the 
QSR and the respondent’s role. 
 
 
My name is _______ and I am helping Children and Youth Services evaluate the 
effectiveness of their work with children and families.  To do that, we pick a sample of 
cases at random and assess the kind of job CYS is doing, not by just reading case files, 
but by talking to everyone involved in each case selected, such as the parents, the 
children, foster parents, teachers and providers, such as counselors.  Those 
conversations help us judge whether children and families are being helped (or doing 
better) and whether the agency is taking the actions it needs to in assisting those it 
serves.   
 
We use a series of topics and questions to guide us in gathering the information we 
know, contained in a written guide that describes what is important for us to learn.  We 
may refer to it to be sure we are covering everything.   
 
This week, reviewers like me are reviewing ___ cases in this region so we see a broad 
cross section of the agency’s work.  Once we have reviewed all the cases, we will 
prepare a report for C&Y describing what is working well and what needs to be 
improved.  So your input is very important in helping us be accurate in what we 
describe.  (For a parent or youth) For you, it’s a little like participating in a consumer 
satisfaction survey. 
 
Do you have any questions of me before we begin?  (For some respondents, often 
children and parents) I’m most interested in what you can tell me about your experience 
and it will help me if at times I can make a note about what you are telling me.  Would it 
be OK if I make a few notes to help me remember important facts? 
 
(Note: Confidentiality requirements will vary by county)  Where there is a specific 
confidentiality policy that applies, it should also be described.) 
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